Existing Early College High School Designation Process

Existing ECHS **reapplies** to become designated for the 2018-2019 school year

Required to meet **all** design elements

Meet OBMs for 9th grade cohort for 2018-2019 school year

Meet OBMs for 9th & 10th grade cohorts for 2019-2020 school year

Meet OBMs for 9th, 10th, & 11th grade cohorts for 2020-2021 school year

Meet OBMs for 9th, 10th, 11th, & 12th grade cohorts for 2021-2022 school year

**ALL OBMs MET:**
Redesignated as an Early College or Distinguished Early College

If OBMs **not met:**
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT:
ECHS will receive targeted technical assistance

**If OBMs not met:**